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PREFACE : INFINITREE

Mind is the infinite library of the universe and all knowledge
that the world has ever received comes from the mind.
‘The Infinitree’ is an artistic creation crafted on a natural tree in
the environ of our school. It stands tall in the centre of the
school as an inspiration to unlock the infinity knowledge hidden
in the mind of every student.
The key to unlock this infinite knowledge within us lie in the
treasure trove of books.
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While the tree is mother of all sources; books made from the
tree are the source of knowledge. ‘Infinitree’ is also symbolic of
remaining rooted to our source. This is a testimony to the philosophy of APSB put together by the vision and leadership of
our Principal and the team effort of staff and students in the
years to come.
AWES
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APSB celebrated 40th
Raising day of AWES on
29 April 2022. Principal Mrs Smitha Govind
appraised and
reaffirmed the vision and
mission of AWES to the
students and staff.

MD, AWES conveyed
his greetings to staff,
students and teachers
of APSB.

INTERSCHOOL QUIZ COMPETITION
Telangana & Andhra Sub Area Inter School quiz
competition was organised on 13th April 2022
at MCEME Auditorium to commemorate 50
glorious years of victory of Indian Army in 1971
war. The quiz team of Army Public school
Bolarum with participants; Dona Michael and
Naman Pandey secured Second Position in this
Inter school Quiz competition.

CYCLOTRON
45 students from APSB participated in the Cyclotron event. It was
conducted by GAIL. Three students won bicycles in a lucky draw at
the event.
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The ATAL Innovation Mission (AIM) has appointed ENpower to conduct session at ATAL Tinkering lab (ATL) established at our school. AIM has taken this initiative
to foster curiosity and creativity amongst students and helped them to develop an
entrepreneurial mindset. Introductory session was organized for the students of our
school. The students would be working on the project of SMART HOMES. The students are working on projects of CBSE Science challenge 2022 CSIR innovation
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SCHOOL IS FUN
NO BAG DAY AT PRIMARY WING
Students enjoyed a NO BAG DAY on
Apr 16, 2022. A Veena recital by Dr. D
V L N Sastri, an acclaimed Atomic Scientist highlighted the musical interest
among the students. This was followed by the Magic Show by Mr Ali
where the students were thrilled to
see various magic tricks. Informal
classroom interaction delighted the
students for reaffirming their friend-
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NO BAG DAY AT SENIOR WING Students of the senior wing energized
and bonded through basketball and football matches. 12th graders enjoyed Arm wrestling, Roller skating, push ups and planks. The sparkling
cheer and admirable energy resonated though the playground. The students also celebrated ‘No Bag Day’ by making paper bags of all shapes,
sizes and designs out of craft material to advocate for reduced usage of
plastic bags, an initiative to spread both creativity and the importance of
reducing plastic usage for the environment.
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APSB BUZZ
WORLD HERITAGE DAY CELEBRATION—PRIMARY WING
The students celebrated World Heritage
Day at the Primary wing assembly on Apr
18,2022 with placards, slogan writing, assembly display and speeches. The appreciation for our varied culture and heritage
brought forth the sense of national pride
amongst the students.
HERITAGE WALK BY CLASS 5 STUDENTS
In a bid to educate students about Cultural heritage of Winston Churchill's
house and make them realize their responsibilities towards this, a group of
students were taken for a heritage walk.
It was satisfying seeing the students asking various questions and discussing
among themselves what they learnt.
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SHAKESPEARE WEEK

The Senior wing students connected with
global culture and heritage as a part of
Shakespeare week. Shakespearean dramas and An interview with Shakespeare
gave an insight to great work of those
times as a part of internationalism and
global citizenship values. Appreciation of
art, drama and culture imbibed a deep respect towards human values and empathy
in students.
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APSB BUZZ
BIHU / BAISAKHI CELEBRATION: Senior
Wing
The traditional new year was celebrated
with dance presentations and speeches
to imbibe knowledge and respect for
various cultures. The senior wing and
Junior wing students enjoyed the wonderful performances during the morning
assemblies.

RAM NAVAMI CELEBRATIONS: Primary
Wing
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The students enjoyed Ram Navami celebrations connecting to cultural and
religious diversity of India. Speeches
and role play explained the importance
of Ram Navami and the message of
love and sacrifice was emphasised .
EARTHDAY CELEBRATION: APSB fraternity has always consciously and untiringly working for environmental causes.
Students Guided by teachers under the
vision of our Principal Mrs Smitha Govind took a pledge to fight climate
change and make efforts for a green
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APSB BUZZ
Hindustani Musical Concert by students Atharva Sharma (Tabla) and Anuj Sharma (Vocal) was organized at
APSB . The performing students enthralled and mesmerized their audience by their rhythm and mellifluous
voice. Principal Mrs Smitha Govind applauded the performers and encouraged other students to perform
and excel, taking inspiration from them. She also revealed the proud fact that many of the school alumni
are doing incredibly well in the field of performing arts
and allied specialties. APSB facilitates an environment
which brings out not just the best in academics but also in varied talent enhancements.
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PROJECT VEERGATHA—a Talk by Col Lanka Srinivas SM
(Gallantry) - To salute the real heroes of nation and inspire students for a patriotic cause, VEERGATHA TALK
was organise for the students of class XII. Col Lanka
Srinivas SM shared his battle field experiences. He guided the students to remain focussed towards their goal,
be helpful to people in need and remain optimistic toSPARK TEAM wards life. He motivated students to join Indian Army
Mrs Jayashree
and serve the nation. The students interacted with the
Parakkatil (HM)
Mrs Vaishali Dhabe guest who answered the queries and appreciated the
Mrs Sindhu Rajeev students. Principal Mrs Smitha Govind felicitated and
Mrs Sonika Sharma
thanked Col Lanka Srinivas SM for his gracious presence
STUDENTS’ UNIT
and his guidance to the students.
V Riddhiman
Nitya Verma
Nihira Acharya
Anshika Mishra.

Ms Donken Rachana of class 10th got The Best cadet award 2021 / 2022 (NCC), cheque of ₹ 4500
received from CO 7t girls BTN.
APSB takes a summer break and will be back after
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